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the group-level MARC record and use it to
create the basis of individual records in a Microsoft Access database (repeating group level
information as necessary for each individual
item). Additional programming was developed
to draw inferences and to embellish upon the
existing data. For instance, once the site “Chicago, Ill.” is known, other location thresholds
can be created as well: Illinois, Midwest States,
United States, North America, etc.
Naturally, even the best programming is
not perfect. Portions of this conversion must
be assisted by cataloging librarians, and quality assurance testing is an absolute necessity;
however, quite a bit of the work can be automated. Thus, through automated scripting and
human-intervention, the MARC data can be
crosswalked and expanded into data fields that
are user friendly, and labeled specifically with
architecture researchers in mind [See sample
— Appendix B].
The resulting Access database with “front
end” user-friendly data fields will be used to
bulk-upload into our CMS once the scanned
images are prepared. Once the data is in the
CMS, the “front end” metadata set will be tied
to a “back end” metadata set of qualified Dublin Core elements. In this manner, our “front
end” users may utilize the collection with the
highly granular and user-friendly data fields,
while simultaneously, our collection will offer
OAI compatible Dublin Core records to “back
end” users through a wide variety of metadata
harvesters, and search engines.

Digital Images
To prepare our images, the architecture
librarians first pull all of the individual slides
associated with a given MARC group record.
The slides are bundled and sent to the library’s
Digitization Center, where they are scanned
into high-resolution uncompressed TIFF images and saved with the individual call number
as the filename so they can be easily matched
to the metadata record. Automatic scripting
creates a derivative JPEG from the archived
TIFF, suitable for Internet delivery and classroom projection.
Maintaining the copyright protections of
the images was perhaps the most difficult obstacle to overcome in building this collection.
Largely, the digitized images fell into one of
three copyright “levels”:
1. Public: These images are public domain
images, orphaned works, and/or Ball
State University owns the copyright and
wishes to share the image with the public
at large. Anyone, anywhere, may access
these images.
2. Student: Ball State University has paid a
licensing fee for the use of these images
within the Ball State community, or Ball
State University owns the copyright but
wishes to restrict access. These images
may only be viewed by students, faculty,
and staff.
3. Faculty: Ball State University claims no
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James A. Bradley

Zen and the Digital Collection ...
from page 32

Born & lived: Born: Flatwoods, KY. Lived: Bowling Green, KY (udergraduate);
Bloomington, IN (graduate); Chicago, IL; Muncie, IN (present).
Early life: Raised in very small town in Appalachian area of Eastern Kentucky.
Family: Wife, Mary, and one child, Sylvia.
Education: BFA (Painting and Photography) — Western Kentucky University;
MIS — Indiana University.
First job: Mowing lawns (12 years old).
First job out of grad school: Structured Text Specialist (XML) for the
American Theological Library Association in Chicago, IL.
In my spare time I like to: Spend time with my family, play with my daughter
(2 years old this February), visit extended family in Kentucky, visit my former
neighborhood in Chicago (Wrigleyville/North Center — GO CUBS!).
Favorite books: Roald Dahl, Patrick Suskind, Stephen Dobyns, Kurt Vonnegut...
Philosophy: “Here we are, trapped in the amber of this moment. There is no
why.” (The quote is from Kurt Vonnegut’s novel, Slaughterhouse Five. Jumped
into mind when thinking about my favorite books.)
How/Where do I see the industry in five years: An increasing role of
digital assets and increasing interconnectivity. Interconnectivity being the key,
we still have far too many untapped resources and “data silos” which must be
unlocked and shared.

Appendix B — Sample CONTENTdm record

rights to these images, and they may only
be utilized by faculty during face-to-face
instruction in accordance with the Teach
Act. To insure that fair use provisions

are not violated, use of these images is
monitored, and excessive use spurs either
the securing of licensing for the image,
continued on page 36
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